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Dear reader,
It is a well-known fact that here at
Hansgrohe, we never stop reinventing
showering pleasure. Today it has
“clicked” again: we have the new
Select technology! Now a simple
touch of a button is all it takes for the
water to be just as the user wants it.
As small as it is, the Select button
combines many of the things that our products are renowned for:
the best design, intelligent functions and excellent user-friendliness.
How did the button get into the bathroom? From several directions
at once, you could say. We found, during research into showering,
and later in our own Showerlab, that there are various types of
“showerer”. We have translated their specific requirements into
spray types, and in doing so provided variety under the shower.
However, we didn’t just want to provide more variety for our
customers, but also we wanted to make it easier for them to
choose. Inspired by the many buttons that make the world much
easier – a light switch, a mouse button, the start/stop button in
the car to name but a few – we decided to develop our own
easy and ingenious button for hand showers.
Together with Phoenix Design, we launched PuraVida, the first
Hansgrohe shower with an all-mechanical selection button, on
the market. The trade audience and consumers were delighted
– and we asked ourselves whether it was possible to achieve much
more by bringing this technology to other parts of the bathroom.
Over the following pages you will find just how much pleasure
pushing the right buttons can bring in the bathroom. You will also
be given a taste of our kitchen innovations – so there’s plenty to
discover!
Yours, Richard Grohe
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A button
can move
A LOT.

MAKE THE FUTURE EASIER.
Back in the 1960s, when films and books showed us the future,
everything seemed to flash. The vision: the more buttons there
were, the easier daily life was supposed to be. Today is yesterday’s
future, and it’s true ‒ there are buttons everywhere. But the more
there are, the more functions we need to remember that go with
them. For instance, surround-sound television often requires
several remote controls, and that opens up a whole new range of
questions: is this button for switching on the speakers or the TV?
Why is it so loud – and what’s happened to the picture now? Oh,
where’s the button for …? A  sea of buttons might have been
a dream yesterday, but new, user-friendly appliances are usually
developed around a single button.
This is why there is now a very user-friendly button in the shower
that is responsible for switching over to pleasure quickly and
without complications. To be specific: the SELECT button.
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CLICK CREDIT INTO YOUR TIME 
ACCOUNT.
It’s the same story every evening. “I’m definitely going to get up
early tomorrow!” And it’s the same story every morning. No
sooner has the alarm gone off, than a tired hand sneaks its way
towards the snooze button. I can have ten more minutes … A quick
look at the time after two more presses of the snooze button, and
– just like yesterday – the clock is further ahead than you are. Now
it’s time to get a move on. A touch of a button, and the delicious
fragrance of coffee fills the air while the shower switches on in the
bathroom. Click! The electric toothbrush starts up in your left hand
while your right hand buttons your shirt at the same time. The
electric garage door then also opens at the touch of a button – as
do the doors of the car within. And suddenly everything’s on track.

JUST FOR FUN.
If there’s a button, it has to be pressed. Why? There is no why.
People press buttons because they can – and want to. For
instance, no one can explain why it is that if you have a new
ballpoint pen, you simply have to press the end of it. But we all
do it, and usually more than once. The ballpoint nib pops out and
back in again, and you have claimed ownership of the pen.
However, the new-ballpoint-pen principle doesn’t only apply to
new ballpoint pens. Any unknown but ton seems to have
a magnetic effect. This is why this can now be experienced even
in the shower.

Thank buttons. And now, thanks to SELECT, it’s possible to save
a little time in the shower – and gain a lot of comfort.

And with Hansgrohe showers and thermostats, finding it out
should feel par ticularly nice – which is why ever y single
ergonomically positioned SELECT button offers the finger just the
right amount of resistance.

SPARE THE NERVES.
Woe betide if ever a button doesn’t work! Then we push it and
press it, hammer on it with a fist, poke at it with a straightened-out
paper clip, and if all else fails we press it a few more times. After
all, their purpose is to provide us with more comfort. Touching
a button is supposed to help us achieve the desired result more
easily, more quickly and more reliably. However, we can really
rely on them only if they have the right technology behind them.
The SELECT button has been tested a thousand times, and
successfully proven on the market in the PuraVida hand shower.
There’s a good reason why it’s mechanical rather than electronic
– for long-lasting pleasure at the touch of a button.
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Simply brilliant,
brilliantly simple.
Select is the Hansgrohe innovation for 2013. The original button was
created in close cooperation between Hansgrohe and Phoenix Design.
NEWS met up for a chat with two of the brains behind the button: Jan
Heisterhagen (Hansgrohe Product Management) and Matthias Oesterle
(Product Designer Phoenix Design).

NEWS: And so then you sent it to Hansgrohe: ‘It’s done; here
you are.’

NEWS: Shower control at the touch of a button. It’s actually
something that makes complete sense, so why hasn’t it been
around for longer?

Jan Heisterhagen: Well, no, it’s not quite that simple. Shower
design has been a joint process for years, and it requires regular
meetings and real team work between interdisciplinary teams,
lots of knowledge and lots of experience from Hansgrohe. It’s
a bit like making something out of clay: one person pushes here,
someone else pulls a little there, and eventually the results appeal
to everyone. There were several Hansgrohe technicians who were
responsible for the button mechanism.

Matthias Oesterle: We had different priorities. We were involved
in optimising the spray types. With Raindance we reinvented
showering in complete accordance with our ideas, but then the
question struck us: how can we make the best shower in the world
even better? Improve the controls. Using a button to change the
spray is easy with one hand, intuitive and elegant. But then
developing the underlying technology was a challenge, and that
took time.

NEWS: And what happens inside when you click on the outside?
NEWS: Yet the button doesn’t look complicated …
Jan Heisterhagen: Water must be guided into the required spray
mode chambers inside the shower. In the past this spray selection
was always achieved by turning the shower disc, but we wanted
a solution that was easier to control and yet mechanical. Since, in
combination with water, reliable mechanics are superior to
complicated, delicate electronics.

Matthias Oesterle: Good design always looks simple as a result.
Seen from the outside, that is. The first Hansgrohe hand shower
button was mainly about finding the ergonomically perfect
solution; one that the user would be able to operate intuitively,
and that necessitated only one button. It is the reduction to one
button that offers the user maximum comfort. So with that in mind,
the button should be on the inside face and shaped to suit
a thumb. However, this also meant that it was positioned on
a joint, and thus in a important and complex area of the design.

So we did our research to find out how this turning movement
could be replaced by a simple button. It was quite fiddly – but
then we hit upon the idea of taking a closer look at a ballpoint
pen. And that solved our basic problem; the rest was fine-tuning.
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press a button rather than turn things also provides improved
user-friendliness – consider the ageing population, for instance.
We don’t just want to include our innovations in a few exclusive
“lighthouse products”, but to make them as widely usable as
possible – which is why the Select technology is also essential in
our Raindance showers and thermostats.

NEWS: It was also possible to choose from various spray types
before that by turning a disc. Was it really so different?
Jan Heisterhagen: We didn’t think that these discs – and thus
the spray types – were being used that much. They were too
complicated; you needed both hands, and there was quite
a large distance to cover with just a small lever. In the worst case,
you had to look up at the disc, which was hard to move because
it was all furred up inside. Think of the telephone – there’s no
way we would go back to using the dial today; having to start all
over again from the beginning if your finger slips …

NEWS: One last question: which button do you like pressing
most of all?
Matthias Oesterle: Oh, that’s easy – the snooze button on my
alarm clock!

Matthias Oesterle: We don’t often think about it, but it’s quite
simply fun to control something by touching a button – this direct
action/reaction situation. And various other spray types have
become possible simply because it’s no longer necessary to
shape the shower around a disc. For instance, the Raindance
shower would not be available in so many versions without
Select.
NEWS: So how did it come about that the button is also used on
overhead showers and thermostats?

A PASSION FOR THE SUBJECT.

Jan Heisterhagen: At Hansgrohe, we are constantly asking
ourselves, where else could this be used? A thermostat where you

In close cooperation with Siemens, LG, Sharp and Lamy, Phoenix
Design create products that enhance and simplify life.
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SHOWER TYPES 
UP CLOSE.
Every developer is delighted by what he does, loves tinkering and always doing things
differently. And when it comes to a product that is as close to the individual as the shower,
then it must not only be driven by his empowerment to improve the status quo. What counts is
how the result feels against the skin – and that is something that only real people can answer.
Hansgrohe has created restricted access prototype testing areas in the Showerlab and
Showerworld where its products undergo practical testing. Hansgrohe employee
Saskia Schmid spent a day following a test series – getting into the showers.

“I wasn’t entirely sure what it would be
like to ask people directly about their
shower feelings. After all, it’s really
something quite personal. But the
atmosphere was right, and the test
showerers knew what it was all about.
It helped that I  was a woman. I  was
told that women would rather be interviewed by a woman than by
a man. The other way around is probably less of a problem. As
an interviewer, you’re in the room the whole time.

is the sort of information that is gathered at Hansgrohe so it can
then be used to develop new ideas.

The test questions in the Showerlab were in five categories:
overall visual impression, func tionalit y, shower comfor t,
handling/ergonomics and suggestions. Everything is of interest,
from liking the design to using the Select button, how the
various spray types feel against the skin, and the question of
the appropriate pricing.

The test showerers are men and women aged between 20 and
60. The organisers ensure there is a thorough mix of genders and
age groups so they can be sure of obtaining a comprehensive
evaluation of the new products.

Questionnaire in hand, I issued instructions and questions such
as, “Soap your body now, please, and then use the hand shower
to rinse yourself off,” or, “Rate the water quantity in the hard
overhead shower spray,” and, “How good is the massage spray
at giving you a good hair wash?”. Hair washing turned out to be
a very important subject. Lots of countries have problems with their
water pressure, and that makes it difficult to rinse out shampoo. This
Hansgrohe Showerworld.
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Pleasure showerer with RainAir.

Of course, a prototype is nowhere near a finished product, and
in particular is not made from the final material. In fact, one of my
test showerers suf fered a spray failure, and he was most
concerned that this would put the whole expensive test series at
risk. But we were quickly able to reassure him – these things do
happen, from time to time. We had our first usable insights at the
end of the first test series: the “Whirl” spray needed to be harder.
With this mode, a number of single sprays revolve around each
other in a screw-like shape, and this then massages the neck, for
instance. Lots of people said that they would like this to have
more pressure, so this message was then passed on to the
development team.

Other Select enhancements suggested by the test showerers in
the Showerlab: the but ton on the overhead shower was
changed to matt satin and given lettering to make it easier to
identify. Furthermore, the flow amount was increased and the
spray angles adjusted ‒ for the perfect showering experience.
Efficient showerer with Rain.

As well as the specific studies that are carried out in the
Showerlab, Showerworld is also used for practical testing –
although it uses finished showers rather than prototypes. All this
is then brought together. This is what showed us, for instance, that
there are basically two different showering types: the pleasure
showerer wants to relax under the shower, while the efficient
showerer just wants to freshen up quickly. We found that there
was a third showering type – although very much in a minority
– a focus showerer, who likes to relieve deep-rooted tension with
a massage spray. As for me, I learnt that I am an efficient showerer.
Well, most of the time.

Three different spray types were developed to suit the showering
types: gentle, airy RainAir for the pleasure showerer; strong
Rain for the efficient showerer, and the massaging Whirl for the
focus showerer. You’ll find more about these different types on
the following pages.”
Focus showerer with Whirl.
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For 
pleasure-lovers,
relaxers
and
refreshers.
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… and what showering 
type are you?
Not everyone wants water to be the same, which is why the
new hand showers have plenty of personality.
Raindance ® Select E 120 3jet hand shower

Gentle shower rain to enjoy
with air- enriched drops
from large jets.

Strong shower rain from small
jets – perfect for rinsing
shampoo out of the hair.

Concentrated massaging
spray from rotating jets
to relieve tension.

Whirl

Switches over to a different spray type
intuitively and in moments, and provides
pleasure at the touch of a button.
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PLEASURE 
SHOWERING.
Pleasure showerers like to take their time
in the bathroom, and seek relaxation.
They like to wash the day’s stresses away,
drop by drop. When the water runs down
them like rain, nothing and no one can
disturb them. They are not only interested
in body care, but they also want their soul
to be pampered by the water. The lavish,
soft RainAir spray is perfect for them.

EFFICIENT 
SHOWERING.
When an efficient showerer steps under
the shower, they want to be refreshed
when they come out. Sometimes it only
takes them a few minutes to achieve the
desired results. The shower should have
an instant effect. Shampoo, for instance,
must rinse out quickly and thoroughly, or
they become impatient. A clear case for
the strong Rain spray.

Whirl

FOCUS SHOWERING.
A  proper shower must be really intense
for a focus showerer, and go deep down,
showering away deep-rooted tension, or
perhaps the af ter- effects of their last
work- out. They like to feel completely
‘loose’ when they leave the shower, all
their cares and stresses washed away,
ready for the evening or their next bout
of sport. The Whirl spray gives them
a targeted massage.
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INNOVATIONS YOU 
CAN TOUCH.
The new Raindance® Select hand showers at a glance.

Shown in
chrome

Shown in
white/chrome

Shown in
chrome

®

®

Raindance Select E 150 3jet hand shower

  

Shown in
white/chrome

Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
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Whirl

Product designers want more than just the various spray types;
above all, they want the way to their personal favourite water
form to be as simple as possible. And what is the easiest way to
start something? Of course – touching a button! Which is why
Select now provides pleasure at the touch of a button. However,
the button doesn’t just make it really easy to control, but it also
opens up entirely new design options. For instance, it facilitates
the contemporary version with soft, round corners. However,  

Raindance showers will also continue to be available in the
classic round shapes. Whether small or large, round or square, in
pure chrome or high-gloss chrome with a white spray face –
there’s the perfect solution for any taste. So the eye enjoys the
button every bit as much as the finger does. Even the environment
can be happy: thanks to the intelligent flow limiter, the EcoSmart
version reduces water consumption by up to 40%.

Shown in
chrome

Shown in
chrome

Shown in
white/chrome

®

®

Raindance Select S 150 3jet hand shower

  

Shown in
white/chrome

Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower
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Whirl
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Choice, AT 
the touch 
of a button.
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NEW MILESTONES IN SHOWERING –
THANKS TO A BUTTON.
In the new Raindance® Select overhead showers, every
spray type goes its own way.
Raindance ® Select E 300 3jet overhead shower

Gentle shower rain to enjoy with
air- enriched drops from large jets.

Switch between spray types intuitively
and in moments, providing pleasure at
the touch of a button.

Strong shower rain from small jets –
perfect for rinsing shampoo out of
the hair.
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Lavish flow from 12 wide jets –
for effective relaxation.

Rain
AIR.
Every single drop from the RainAir spray
bursts for th from a large, wide jet,
absorbing lots of air at the same time. It
envelops the pleasure showerer in
a delightful soft shower rain.

Rain.
The new Rain spray focuses the water.
Released from small, narrow jets, it is
par ticularly strong to provide instant
refreshment and effortlessly rinses out
shampoo – the favourite of any efficient
showerer.

Rain
Stream.
Gentle and yet powerful, 12 particularly
wide, sparkling sprays pour forth from
the back area of the overhead shower.
They continue to fall in wide individual
strands – perfect for washing the day‘s
cares away. Which is how they delight
people – and in particular the focus
showerer.
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INNOVATIONS YOU 
CAN TOUCH.
The new Raindance® Select overhead showers at a glance.
the classic round version or in a contemporary rectangular form
for lovers of voluminous products; in pure chrome or high-gloss
chrome with a white spray face. They have also been given an
elegant, discreet chrome ring on the outside, a higher, more
exclusive rim and an attractive wave structure to the shower face.
The spray face is removable and therefore easy to clean, which
means it stays both attractive and functional for a long time to come.

Now it’s also possible to select the spray type on the Hansgrohe
overhead showers at the touch of a button. One further spray
type has been added to the options in time for the ISH 2013: the
RainStream spray has twelve sprays of lavish rain, wide and
sparkling, to wash all your cares away. However, RainAir and
Rain also offer maximum relaxation as full sprays over the entire
spray face. And the appearance of these overhead showers is
just as varied as the showering experience. They are available in

®

®

Raindance Select E 300 3jet overhead shower

  

Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower

  

  

®

®

Raindance Select S 300 2jet overhead shower

  

  

Raindance Select S 240 2jet overhead shower
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BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE:
SELECT YOUR
SHOWER
PLEASURE.

The ShowerTablet ® Select 300 has revolutionised
showering. It combines a beautiful storage surface
with a user-friendly thermostat – at the touch
of a button. Simply brilliant.
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NOT JUST SIMPLY GOOD –
GOOD IN LOTS OF WAYS.

Intuitive.

Clear.

Large.

Use of the Select button is intuitive, and it
is easily operated from the front. Shower
on/off. Couldn’t be easier. Perfect for any
age group.

When switched on, the control but ton
is raised – which means the user can
immediately see it. Easy- to - understand
symbols help to make it even easier to use.

There is plenty of room on the level glass
surface for shower bottles, which means
there is no need for a shelf.

User-friendly.

®

ShowerTablet Select 300
Shower thermostat for exposed fitting

The desired temperature can be set precisely
on the large, user-friendly turning control.
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®

ShowerTablet Select 300
Bath thermostat for exposed fitting
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The ultimate in comfort with
a shower set.
The new surface-mounted thermostat ShowerTablet ® Select 300 in a shower
set now makes showering even more enjoyable.
Simply combine with the shower set, and enjoy. Needless to
say, the ShowerTablet Select will match any Hansgrohe shower
set – whether with or without Select.

Select technology now makes choosing your shower spray type
easy at the thermostat. Even before it is fit ted to the wall.
Because the ShowerTablet fits the existing water connections.

Choose your spray t ype with ease.

Switch hand shower on/off.

Whirl

Glass storage shelf.

Select desired temperature.
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PLEASURE TO THE POWER OF THREE.
The Showerpipe shines with Select.
on the Showerpipe is flawless, including the operation – perfect
for any age group. The functions are all clearly labelled. All that
remains for the showerer to do is enjoy showering pleasure at the
touch of a button.

Everything about the Showerpipe is simply lovely – and lovely and
simple. Choosing the shower and spray is now even easier thanks
to the new Select buttons on the hand shower, the overhead
shower and the ShowerTablet. It is instantly obvious that everything

Choose your spray type with ease.

Switch on/off.

Choose your spray type with ease.
Switch hand shower on/off.

Switch overhead shower on/off.

Switch RainStream spray on/off
on the overhead shower.

Whirl

Select the desired temperature.
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THE NEW
ORIGINALS
ON THE WALL.
Its inventors decided that there would only ever be
one Hansgrohe iBox ®. Which is why it’s called the
iBox ® universal. It has been successful in the
market for over ten years. Time for the next innovative step.
Integration of the button technology for even greater
comfort when showering.
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ONE FOR ALL!
The new ShowerSelect ® finish sets for the iBox ® universal.
because they have no electronic components at all. The new
finish sets are easy to fit to the iBox, and just as easy to replace
any existing ones. The flush integrated Select buttons not only
make it extremely easy to control – the active function can be
identified at first glance on the raised control button. And
cleaning them couldn’t be easier either.

What do you do if you invented an extremely successful
concealed basic set 13 years ago? Carry on inventing! And then
make additions to it that are just as simple and flexible. This now
works particularly well with the new finish sets. Thousands of
button push tests have confirmed it: using ShowerSelect concealed
thermostats is so intuitive that you understand them right from the
start. And the reason why they work for such a long time is

New
New

New

FLEXIBLE, MORE FLEXIBLE,
iBOX ® UNIVERSAL.
The iBox universal hides the shower control inside the wall, which
leaves even more space for showering pleasure. It is the standard
basic set for all Hansgrohe bath and shower mixers and concealed
thermostat solutions.
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Switch overhead shower on/off.

Switch hand shower on/off.

Select

Select

Select desired temperature.

A PERFECT FIT,
ShowerSelect ® finish SETS.
Everything just fits: The new ShowerSelect finish sets not only fit
perfectly on the iBox universal, but thanks to their rectangular shape,
they also blend perfectly in a tiled bathroom. The Select buttons are
integrated flush in the finish set just as well as the little handle that is
used to change the temperature fits in the hand. Needless to say,
these new finish sets can be combined with any Hansgrohe shower.
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THE NEW WAY TO
CONTROL PLEASURE.
The ShowerSelect ® options.

1 Option

Switch shower on/off.
Select desired temperature.

2 Options
Switch hand shower on/off.
Switch overhead shower on/off.
Select desired temperature.

3 Options
Switch RainAir on/off on
the overhead shower.
Switch Whirl on/off on the
overhead shower.
Switch RainFlow on/off on the
overhead shower.
Select desired temperature.

4 Options
Switch RainAir on/off on the
overhead shower.
Switch Whirl on/off on the
overhead shower.
Switch RainFlow on/off on the
overhead shower.
Select desired temperature.
Switch hand shower on/off.
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Hand shower
Change spray types
RainAir, Rain and
Whirl.

Version 1
Version 2

Overhead shower
Change spray type
between RainAir
and Rain.

Hand shower

Overhead shower
Change spray types
RainAir, Rain and
Whirl.

Change spray type
between RainAir
and Rain.

Overhead shower
Control using
ShowerSelect valve
for 3 consumers:
RainAir, Whirl,
RainFlow.

Version 1
Version 2
Hand shower

Change spray type
between RainAir
and Rain.

Change spray types
RainAir, Rain and
Whirl.

Hand shower

Overhead shower
Control using
ShowerSelect valve
for 3 consumers:
RainAir, Whirl,
RainFlow.

Change spray types
RainAir, Rain and
Whirl.
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Select ‒ AN OVERVIEW.
The Select button is for shower pleasure. On the new
Hansgrohe hand and overhead showers as well as on
the exposed and concealed thermostats.

®

Raindance Select E 300 3jet
Overhead shower: select spray type at the
touch of a button. Page 42

®

Raindance Select S 120 3jet
Hand shower: select spray type at the
touch of a button. Page 40

®

Raindance Select E 300 3jet
Switch Showerpipe hand and overhead
shower on/off; select spray type on both
at the touch of a button. Page 44

®

ShowerSelect
Switch concealed thermostat hand and
overhead shower on/off. Page 46

®

ShowerTablet Select 300
Exposed thermostat: switch
hand shower on/off. Page 43
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Hand showers

®

Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
# 26520, - 000, -400
EcoSmart # 26521, - 000, -400 (not shown)

®

®

Raindance Select S 120 3jet hand shower
# 26530, - 000, -400
EcoSmart # 26531, - 000, -400 (not shown)

Raindance Select E 150 3jet hand shower
# 26550, - 000, -400
EcoSmart # 26551, - 000, -400 (not shown)

®

Raindance Select S 150 3jet hand shower
# 28587, - 000, -400
EcoSmart # 28588, - 000, -400 (not shown)
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Shower sets

®

Raindance Select E 120/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 26621, - 000, -400
65 cm # 26620, - 000, -400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 26623, - 000, -400
(not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 26622, - 000, -400
(not shown)

®

Raindance Select S 120/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 26631, - 000, -400
65 cm # 26630, - 000, -400 (not shown)
EcoSmart 90 cm # 26633, - 000, -400
(not shown)
EcoSmart 65 cm # 26632, - 000, -400
(not shown)

Raindance Select E 150/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27857, - 000, -400
65 cm # 27856, - 000, -400 (not shown)

®

®

Raindance Select S 150/
®
Unica ’S Puro Set
90 cm # 27803, - 000, -400
65 cm # 27802, - 000, -400
(not shown)
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Overhead showers

®

Raindance Select E 300 3jet overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm for iBox universal
# 26468, - 000, -400

®

Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm
# 27385, - 000, -400
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27384, - 000, -400 (not shown)

®

Raindance Select S 300 2jet overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm
# 27378, - 000, -400
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 27337, - 000, -400 (not shown)

®

Raindance Select S 240 2jet overhead shower
with shower arm 390 mm
# 26466, - 000, -400
EcoSmart # 26470, - 000, -400 (not shown)
with ceiling connection 100 mm
# 26467, - 000, -400 (not shown)
EcoSmart # 26469, - 000, -400 (not shown)
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Thermostats

®

ShowerTablet Select 300 Shower thermostat
for exposed fitting
Shelf, reflective chrome # 13171, - 000
Shelf, white # 13171, -400 (not shown)

®

ShowerTablet Select 300 Bath thermostat
for exposed fitting
Shelf, reflective chrome # 13151, - 000
Shelf, white # 13151, -400 (not shown)
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Showerpipes

®

Raindance Select E 300 3jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 3jet overhead shower,
Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat,
shower arm 380 mm
# 27127, - 000, -400

®

Raindance Select E 300 2jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower,
Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
and ShowerTablet Select 300 thermostat,
shower arm 380 mm
# 27126, - 000, -400
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®

Raindance Select E 300 2jet Showerpipe
with Raindance Select E 300 2jet overhead shower,
Raindance Select E 120 3jet hand shower
and Ecostat Select thermostat,
shower arm 380 mm
# 27128, - 000, -400

®

Raindance Select S 300 2jet Showerpipe
with swivelling Raindance Select S 300 2jet
overhead shower, Raindance Select S 120 3jet
hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat,
shower arm 450 mm
# 27133, - 000, -400

®

Raindance Select S 240 2jet Showerpipe
with swivelling Raindance Select S 240 2jet
overhead shower, Raindance Select S 120 3jet
hand shower and Ecostat Comfort thermostat,
shower arm 450 mm
# 27129, - 000, -400
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Ecostat ® Select E thermostat finish sets and iBox ® universal.

®

iBox universal
Basic set iBox universal
# 01800180

®

®

ShowerSelect
Concealed thermostat
for 2 functions
# 15763, - 000

ShowerSelect
Concealed thermostat
for 1 function
# 15762, - 000
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®

®

ShowerSelect
Shut-off valve for 3 functions
# 15764, - 000

ShowerSelect
Shut-off valve for 3 functions
# 15764, - 000

In combination

In combination

®

®

ShowerSelect
Concealed thermostat
# 15760, - 000

ShowerSelect
Concealed thermostat
for 1 function
# 15761, - 000
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Kitchen innovations

SHOWERING
PLEASURE NOW
AVAILABLE FOR
VEGETABLES.
Mixers are becoming the loveliest tool in the kitchen.
the most important element in the kitchen – water? That’s right –
nothing. Hansgrohe’s developers used their understanding of
good taste to design and develop the Metris kitchen mixers. The
recipe: the best design, intelligent functions and sensuous
ergonomics. Resulting in, for instance, the new Metris mixer with
the pull- out spray and particularly ergonomic handle makes
kitchen tasks a joy.

Cooking has long been more than just something routine that
happens in daily life. The change was complete by the time of the
new millennium, and cooking was anything from a social event
that was shared with friends and strangers to a new hobby for
men. More and more sophisticated kitchen tools bear witness to
this new importance, but also to a certain level of cult that is
associated with cooking. But what would all this be without
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ComfortZone – lots of
space for daily use.

Swivel the spout by 150° for
absolute freedom in the kitchen.

Turn the mixer on and off.
The handle is rounded at the top
for better control of the temperature
and water quantity for all age groups.

The basic shape of the mixer blends
harmoniously with the sink.
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PERFECT IN THE HAND
AND IN DESIGN.
The new Metris mixers by Hansgrohe.

The normal spray changes over to shower
spray at the touch of a button.
This means the water always
flows just as the user desires.

Pull out the shower for
optimum flexibility.

MagFit – the magnetic holder for easy
attachment of the shower.
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Kitchen mixers

Pull- out spout for
greater freedom of
movement at the sink.

Ergonomically shaped handle.
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Metris ®

®

Metris
Single-lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray, 2 spray
modes, Swivel spout 150°
# 14820, - 000, -800

®

Metris
Single-lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout,
Swivel spout 150°
# 14821, - 000, -800

Focus ®

®

Focus
Single-lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 31817, - 000

®

Focus
Single-lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray, 2 spray
modes, Swivel spout 150°
# 31815, - 000, -800
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®

Metris
Single-lever kitchen mixer
Swivel spout 110/150/360°
# 14822, - 000, -800
The entire mixer can simply be
lifted and laid flat to allow
a window to be open or closed.
# 14823, - 000 (not shown)

ComfortZone IN
THE BATHROOM.
Comfort is given just the right amount
of space with ComfortZone.

– the height that is required between the washstand and the
mixer in order to wash your hands, fill glasses or even a ten-litre
bucket with ease.

We don’t usually give much thought to the bathroom mixer until
something goes wrong. But anyone who has ever tried to fill a tall
vase under a low mixer will know the feeling. Suddenly the mixer
that you use every day without giving it any further thought has
stopped being practical and started being a problem. You tilt the
vase to fill it, and as a result half of the water splashes out again
when you hold it upright. So now you have a wet sleeve as you
ask yourself the inevitable question, “Why couldn’t the mixer be
higher!”

This ComfortZone knowledge was then included in the further
development of the product lines PuraVida, Metris, Talis and Focus.
Now all of these lines include mixers in various heights for
a wide range of daily uses.
To find out which is best for your own bathroom and requirements,
use the ComfortZone configurator.
Try it out at:
www.hansgrohe-int.com/configurator

And yes ‒ why couldn’t it? Hansgrohe‘s technicians addressed this
question and worked out how high a basin mixer had to be in order
to be used for various purposes. The result was the ComfortZone
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Which Hansgrohe mixer suits which basin?

Legend

b =Recommended combination |

= Taphole pushed through |

= Prepared taphole |

= Without taphole

OVER 3000 COMBINATIONS
TESTED FOR YOU.
No sooner said than done – in the ComfortZone test. Not
having enough space between the mixer and wash basin isn’t just
inconvenient, water splashes on clothes and the surrounding
area, and you are left with little to be happy about. In order to
avoid this and provide a firm base for our customer consultations,

we tested the behaviour of over 3000 combinations of Hansgrohe
mixers and the most popular wash basins by leading manufacturers
in our own, specially developed, highly realistic test procedure.
You can find all the latest results to view and download at:
www.pro.hansgrohe-int.com/comfortzone-test
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PASSION FOR
WATER,
INNOVATIONS
FOR THE
BATHROOM.

saved precious energy for heating it. But sustainability also makes
financial sense. The sums are easy to do: the less water we waste,
the lower the amount will be on our water and electricity bills.
With EcoSmart, the Crometta 85 Green hand shower, for
instance, uses only 40% of the amount of water that usually flows
for a shower. And then there is the feeling of doing something
good for the environment as well as for oneself.

At Hansgrohe, ever y thing revolves around making water
something that can be experienced in new ways. The passion for
this element has resulted in an awareness of the need for careful
use of water. Because if you love something, you don’t waste it.
That is why, back in 1987 – long before saving water became
such a big issue – Hansgrohe developed a hand shower, the
Mistral Eco, that used only half the amount of water and that
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Manufacturer:
Product category:
Type:
Model:
Registration number:

Hansgrohe SE
Wash basin valve
Single lever valve
Hansgrohe Metris 110

Water Efficiency Criteria
Flow rate > 6,0 l/min ≤ 9,0 l/min
Controlled flow rate ≥ 4,0 l/min ≤ 6,0 l/min

SUSTAINABILITY
ACKNOWLEDGED.
Hansgrohe was one of the first companies whose products received the newly created
WELL certificate by the European association of tap manufacturers. WELL stands for
“Water Efficiency Label“. And following on from the basin mixers Talis, Focus and Metris,
the Crometta 85 Green and Croma 100 (1jet, Vario and Multi) hand showers have now
received Level A, the best possible result in the Home section.

Flow-independent temperature setting
Temperature limit / Cold water valve

Information about use and installation: www.well-online.eu.
A Label of EUnited Valves
European Valve Manufacturers Association

SET FOR
SUSTAINABILITY.
CoolStart saves precious energy without even trying: Hansgrohe’s latest and highly
efficient step on the path to maximum sustainability. When the mixer is turned on, cold
water flows when it is in the basic setting. Hot water only starts to flow when you need
it and actively turn it to the left.
www.hansgrohe-int.com/coolstart

Metris 110

Talis 80

Focus 100

SUSTAINABILITY
COUNTS.
Saving water spares the environment and reduces
energy consumption – thanks to the clever Hansgrohe
EcoSmart technology. But what is even more important
to lots of people: EcoSmart also saves money. The
Hansgrohe savings calculator at
www.hansgrohe-int.com/savings-calculator
or mobile at
http://m.savings.hansgrohe-int.com
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ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE IN THE BATHROOM.
With such a wide range of Hansgrohe products, you will be able
to experience water just as you wish to. And there are lots of online
applications that you can use to obtain as much information as you
like. This brings the Hansgrohe innovations home to you – or to
wherever you would like to experience them.

THE QUICKEST INSTALLATION IN
THE WORLD.
As your bathroom can’t come to Hansgrohe, Hansgrohe can simply come to you: the Hansgrohe@home app is the easiest way for
anyone who would like to see what that new mixer or shower
solution would look like in their own home. Just take a photo,
highlight the real product with your finger, and replace it with
your favourite Hansgrohe product. The app for iPhone, iPad and
android smartphones is available at:
www.hansgrohe -int.com /app or directly at:
http:// itunes.com/app/hansgrohehome or
https: //play.google.com /store/search?q=
hansgrohe @ home&c=apps

WORLD WIDE WATER.
Find out all the latest news on water and Hansgrohe at
www.facebook.com/ hansgrohe
www.twitter.com/ hansgrohe_pr
www.youtube.com/ hansgrohe
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MoBIle at ItS BeSt.
The interactive iPad catalogue has arrived. Over 200 products in 13 languages on an
environmentally-friendly zero grams of paper. The Hansgrohe iPad catalogue lets trees
breathe, and the user can blow as hard as he likes – to get an idea of how much fun an
air-enriched shower spray can be.
The app presents Hansgrohe’s offering in an entirely new, interactive and above all
entertaining way. Furthermore if you find a shower you like, you can check to see whether
it will fit in your home. A touch of the camera function is all it takes for the real background
to fade in with your favourite product in your own home. And thanks to the integrated
search, it won’t take long to find your nearest Hansgrohe partner.
http:// itunes.com/app/ hansgrohecatalog

Shower Pleasure
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Bath & Kitchen

Company

techNoloGIeS.
Select

Switches over to a different spray type
in moments, and provides pleasure at
the touch of a button.

Reduces the flow to save water and
energy. For long-lasting pleasure.

Combines water with a generous
amount of air. For a soft, splash-free
water spray and rich, full shower
drops.

Limescale deposits are
simply wiped away by
rubbing a finger over the
flexible silicone nubs.

Hot

Cool
Start

Distributes the water over the large
spray face. Envelops the whole body
in drops of well-being.

Defines the individually utilisable
area between washstand and mixer.
Comfort at all levels.

Cool

When turning the mixer on, cold water
flows in the basic setting. Hot water
only comes through when you need it.

SPray tyPeS.
Whirl

Perfect for rinsing shampoo
out of your hair.

Concentrated beneficial
massage spray.

A combination of soft shower
rain and dynamic spray.

Powerful surge spray for
generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft sprays.

Dynamic, revitalising
massage spray.

Finishes
The addition of the finish gives the order number (#) eight digits.
Example: 28500, - 000 = Chrome
000 Chrome | 400 White/chrome | 800 Steel optic
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Gentle shower rain with
air- enriched drops.

